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PEP-30AZ
PEP-50AZ

Plastic bottles 
with the presence of glass.
Add an impression of volume

to your product!

The thick base imparts the premium 
style and presence that is usually
only achieved with glass.
An impression of volume is added to 
the product, without the weight and 
fragility of glass, offering safety and 
peace of mind.
The series combines the advantages 
of plastic and glass,with a classic, 
cylindrical form that can be easily 
incorporated into existing product 
lineups.  

《material》
Bottle: PET-G
Pump: PP/ Aluminium
Cover Cap: PET

PEP-50AZ

Available accessories include 
droppers and pumps.

PEP-30AZ

Dropper shape

PD0220 Pump 
(Gold) for PPS

PPS B Dropper

NEW
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PPS Alm CAPPPS30φ CAP PPS Nozzle CAP PPS
Twist CAP

PD0220A
pump

PD0220CB
 pump

PD0220CA
pump

PD0220AB
pump

RP CAPPPS Cap
with inner ring

PPSⅡ
Flip-Top Cap

《Comparison to TAKEMOTO's glass bottles》

1/3 of the weight of glass bottles

※ Base shape does not have fixed geometry, 
    and variation in base height may occur.

Base thickness: 9mm approx.

These thick-walled plastic bottles have
volume and present a premium image 
matching that of glass containers.  

The classic, cylindrical shape makes it easy
to incorporate into existing product lineups.
With a standard neck, there is a variety of 
compatible accessories, including screw caps, 
nozzle caps, pumps, and droppers.

PPG Series
(Glass)

PEP-AZ Series
(Plastic)

30ml 50ml

54g 80g

17g 28g

 Present a premium image
 like that of glass

Lightweight and strong, 
offering safety and peace of mind

 Standard neck with a classic design

30ml 50ml

PEP-AZ series  Plastic bottles with a thick base
and the presence of glass
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